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ALTHOUGH RARE, PIPELINE FAILURES THAT  

result in the release of product can have grave 

and costly consequences. Personal injuries, 

environmental impacts, expenses related to 

property damage, clean-up, and repair, and —

ultimately — lost revenue can all occur.

One of the leading causes of pipeline failure 

worldwide is mechanical damage, typically 

defined as a combination of dents, gouges,  

and/or cold work caused by the application  

of external forces.1

For example, the European Union’s petroleum 

industry watchdog, CONCAWE, reports that 

“third-party interference” has been the chief cause 

of failures in European cross-country liquid 

pipelines since 1971.2 In the United States, the 

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 

Administration (PHMSA) calls damage from third 

parties digging in the vicinity of buried pipelines 

the biggest threat to pipeline safety.3
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PHMSA adds that damage resulting from excavation 

equipment generally results in immediate failure.4 

However, there are notable exceptions where the 

aftermath of mechanical damage has been delayed 

by several years.

For example, investigation of a product release that 

occurred on a legacy crude oil pipeline in the late 

2000s revealed backhoe damage from the installation 

of a nearby pipeline decades earlier. The failure resulted 

in millions of dollars in property damage. The operator 

began an immediate investigation into the cause of the 

incident; PHMSA also required the operator take 

corrective action, including reducing pipeline pressure 

and performing analysis of the failed section.

During the failure assessment, the operator found 

numerous shallow dents along the pipeline. Initial 

attempts using individual inline inspection technologies 

to identify which dents required further attention were 

unsuccessful. However, after successfully deploying an 

advanced inline inspection (ILI) platform that 

provided numerous views from multiple technologies 

configured on a single inspection vehicle, the operator 

was able to rank the severity of excavation damage 

locations and prioritize their repair. The multiple 

dataset technology allowed the operator to identify and 

mitigate the most critical damage locations; reduce the 

risk of future failures; and avoid product loss, further 

regulatory action, and additional property damage.

CHALLENGE
In the late 2000s, a few thousand barrels of crude  

oil leaked from a 16-inch, 1950s-era pipeline, 

causing several million dollars in property damage. 

The segment is part of a pipeline system in the  

United States that transports crude oil, jet fuel,  

and chemicals. 

The operator immediately attempted to identify the 

failure’s root cause and to reduce the risk of a similar 

incident occurring elsewhere. In addition, the company 

complied with PHMSA-mandated corrective actions, 

which included: 

» A 20 percent pressure reduction.

» Testing and failure analysis of the failed 

pipeline section.

» Reevaluation of data gathered from prior 

inline inspections.

» Development of quarterly reports to review 

detailed progress of the evaluation and 

remedial actions made.

The failure site inspection 

showed multiple gouges 

caused by a backhoe, 

damage the operator 

hypothesized had occurred 

decades earlier during the installation of another 

pipeline in the area.

Through the use of axial magnetic flux leakage  

and geometry tools, the operator identified 

additional damage locations on the pipeline, 

specifically numerous shallow dents beginning at  

<1 percent depth. To better understand which dents 

required further investigation, the operator 

attempted to combine the results of additional 

technology, including:

» Ultrasonic wall thickness measurement 

(UTWM), which is designed to detect metal 

loss and laminations.

» Ultrasonic crack detection (UTCD), which uses 

shear wave to detect cracks and laminations.

» Circumferential MFL (CMFL), a method for 

detecting narrow, axially oriented crack- 

like features.

Unfortunately, this effort did not produce the required 

results. The operator still lacked a satisfactory 

approach for successfully managing the threat of 

Initial attempts using individual inline 
inspection technologies to identify  
which dents required further attention 
were unsuccessful. 
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mechanical damage, particularly dents with 

interacting threats including metal loss, gouging,  

and cracking. 

SOLUTION
To identify the most critical excavation damage 

locations, the operator contracted global pipeline 

solutions provider T.D. Williamson (TDW) for 

technological assistance. 

Recognizing that the operator needed to take a 

different look at the pipeline to meet its integrity 

challenges, TDW recommended performing ILI 

using its Multiple Dataset (MDS) platform, which 

allows multiple views from a single tool in a  

single run.

Specifically, MDS aligns deformation (DEF), magnetic 

flux leakage (MFL), spiral magnetic flux leakage 

(SMFL), low field MFL (LFM), and mapping on the 

same odometer system. 

All data are analyzed 

simultaneously in the 

same software, which 

enables the true power  

of multiple datasets to  

be realized. 

At the time, TDW offered 

the MDS platform in a 

number of diameters,  

but not one for 16-inch 

pipelines. TDW and the 

operator partnered to 

develop and validate  

the 16-inch system and 

to create the robust 

techniques required to 

rank damage severity, 

based upon Battelle 

Institute’s research titled “The Manual for the 

Detection, Classification, Analysis and Severity 

Ranking of Mechanical Damage Defects.” The 

Battelle binary decision tree was the foundation, with 

additional inputs generated by the MDS platform—

dent strain, identification of longitudinal metal loss 

and gouging, and position in relation to girth welds 

and seam welds, among others—to augment and 

refine the ranking process.

The MDS tool inspected more than 100 miles of  

the operator’s 16-inch grade X52 crude oil pipeline, 

which contained both seamless and electric 

resistance welded (ERW) pipe with wall thickness  

of 0.250 inch and 0.281 inch. The inspection, 

completed over 50+ hours at an average velocity  

of 3.5 feet per second, identified and reported:

TDW performed the inspection late in 2011. The 

operator received a final report, including mechanical 

damage prioritization results, early in 2012.

Simplified prioritization model developed by Battelle
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NEARLY 13,000 metal loss groups.

MORE THAN 350 dents with ≥0.3 percent depth.
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Results, Return on Investment, and Future Plans

Mechanical damage prioritization by TDW ranked the 350+ identified 

dents from level 1 (high severity) through level 5 (low severity). Together, 

87 dents ranked high, moderate high, moderate, or moderate low; the 

rest fell into level 5, low. Of the nine level 1 locations, all reported some 

form of metal loss, with eight containing work hardening associated with 

rerounding. The reported strain for the nine locations was <6 percent.

TDW Severity Number TDW Severity Level Number of Locations 
Reported

1 High 9

2 Moderate High 8

3 Moderate 38

4 Moderate Low 32

As part of the development of a dig program focusing on the most 

critical dents, the operator weighed the mechanical damage 

prioritization severity ranking against its own integrity management 

process. Subsequently, it downgraded two damage locations from TDW 

level 1 to operator priority 2.

For TDW Top 9 High Severity or Level 1 Mechanical Damage Locations:

Operator Integrity 
Program Priority Level 

Operator Determined 
Priority Based on ILI

Operator Determined 
Actual Priority After 

In-The-Ditch Assessment

1 7 6

2 2 1

3

4 2

In-the-ditch assessment confirmed dents with gouging, with the 

possibility of cracking — precisely the information the operator required 

to prioritize remediation. Specifically, assessment indicated metal loss in 

three of the level 1 locations and gouging in five; three of the dents with 

gouges contained cracks.  ILI reported dent depths ranging from 0.75 

percent to 2 percent; in-the-ditch depth results ranged from 0.62 

percent to 1.19 percent. These results reported and confirmed that 

dent severity cannot be based on dent depth alone.  

Following the in-the-ditch assessment program, the operator compared 

the pre- and post-dig priority level of each dig location. Of the 17 

locations originally classified by TDW as level 1 or 2, the 

pre- in-the-ditch assessment categorized seven as priority 

1 and 10 as priority 2. Post- in-the-ditch assessments 

revealed that nine locations fit the operator’s definition of 

priority 1, two were considered priority 2, and six were 

ranked as operator priority 4.  

Multiple Dataset (MDS) platform
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Eventually, a total of 30 assessments were conducted across the top 

four severity rankings as determined by TDW: high, moderate high, 

moderate, and moderate low. Only 17 of the 350+ initial dent locations 

fit the two highest severity levels, and a subsequent dig program 

confirmed that severity levels 3 and 4 did not contain critical defects. 

The operator expressed tremendous confidence that it had addressed 

the most severe excavation damage threats on this system. 

Although individual 

inspection technologies 

work extremely well for 

their intended 

applications, they have certain limitations that MDS overcomes. 

Specifically, the MDS platform can detect, characterize, size, and provide 

inputs to prioritization techniques for interacting threats that are most 

likely to negatively impact pipeline integrity. By using MDS and advanced 

analytics, the operator was able to identify and focus remediation 

efforts on the most critical of its pipeline’s >350 dents – preventing 

another multi-million-dollar failure. 

1 http://www.api.org/~/media/files/publications/whats%20new/1163%20e2%20pa.pdf
2 https://www.concawe.eu/uploads/Modules/Publications/rpt_98-1-2003-01974-01-e.pdf

3 http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/PHMSA/Pipeline/Intro_to_Pipeline/is_03.htm 
4 https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/gasimp/docs/MECHANICAL_DAMAGE_FINAL_REPORT.pdf

Dent with gouging Dent with cracksDent with metal loss

TDW Severity 
Ranking TDW Severity Level TDW Locations Reported            

(Levels 1 and 2 Only)
Operator Determined 

Priority
Operator Priority Based  

on TDW Ranking
Operator Priority After 

In-The-Ditch Assessment

1 High 9 1 7 9

2 Moderate High 8 2 10 2

3

4 6

TOTAL LOCATIONS 17 17 17


